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ABSTRACT 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE CHEMIRESISTOR INSTRUMENTATION CIRCUIT FOR 
MICRO GAS CHROMATOGRAPH 

By 
Xiaoyi Mu 

Gas chromatography is a technology that permits detection, classification and 

quantification of gas and vapor mixtures, showing wide application in environmental 

monitoring, military surveillance, and healthcare diagnostics. Miniaturization of the gas 

chromatograph to a portable platform would bring significant benefits in terms of speed, 

sensitivity, and cost. Such a micro gas chromatograph (µGC) would open many new 

sensing applications that cannot be addressed by existing instruments. This thesis seeks to 

overcome the challenges and limitations in instrumentation circuits for a µGC detector 

utilizing thiolate-monolayer-protected gold nanoparticles (MPN) chemiresistor (CR) 

arrays. Two approaches for CR array instrumentation were explored. First, a CMOS 

instrumentation circuit using DC techniques was designed and tested. The 8-channel DC 

chip achieves a resolution better than 125ppm over a very wide baseline resistance range 

and 120dB dynamic range. Second, an AC instrumentation circuit was developed to 

overcome the noise limitations inherent to the DC circuit. In addition, a methodology for 

integrating CR arrays directly onto the surface of the instrumentation chip was studied and 

implemented to further miniaturize the µGC and maximize resolution. The results of this 

research lay a solid foundation for future realization of high sensitivity µGCs. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Gas chromatography is widely used in analytic chemistry for separating and 

analyzing mixture of compounds that can be vaporized without decomposition [1]. 

Nowadays, the applications of gas chromatography extend beyond the laboratory, reaching 

into indoor environmental monitoring, biomedical surveillance and diagnosis, and 

explosive detection, etc[2]. These applications require on-site rapid measurement by 

portable and low-cost instruments. Supported by micro-electrical-and-mechanical-system 

(MEMS) and CMOS fabrication processes, scaling down gas chromatographs to hand-held 

devices commonly referred to micro-gas-chromatograph (µGC) system is now 

conceivable. 

The µGC consists of four main components as shown in Figure 1.1 (adapted from [3]). 

The micro-fabricated pre-concentrator/focuser (µPCF) collects the sample and injects into 

the system. Microfabricated flow columns with resistive heaters separate the samples. The 

sensor array detects vapors in the sample and generates electrical signals. Instrumentation 

electronics detect the sensor response, amplify and extract it. By fabricating the µGC 

components with MEMS processes and implementing the instrumentation electronics in a 

single-chip integrated circuit, the system can be miniaturized for on-site monitoring 
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applications using a hand-held vapor analysis system. 

 

1.2 Challenge 

The applications for µGCs often involve vapor concentration levels in the 

parts-per-billion (ppb) to parts-per-trillion (ppt) range, making detection of target 

compounds difficult. Three efforts that can help to achieve high detection limits are: 

(1) Improving the concentration of analytes in µPCF by providing a focused injection pulse 

(2) Adopting a high-sensitivity vapor sensor in µGC system  

(3) Improving the sensitivity of the readout instrumentation circuit 

Effect (1) and (2) have been achieved by our collaborator, Dr. Zellers’ group in 

University of Michigan [3]. From the sensor point of view, chemiresistors (CR) coated 

 

Figure 1.1. Block diagram showing the three main components in µGC. For 
Interpretation of the references to color in this and all other figures, the reader is 
referred to the electronic version of this thesis. 
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with thiolate-monolayer-protected gold nanoparticles (MPN) have been demonstrated as 

highly sensitive vapor sensors, achieving parts-per-billion (by volume) detection limits[4]. 

However, to enable µGC systems to benefit from the sensitivity of MPN CR arrays, several 

critical limitations to CR technology need be addressed by instrumentation electronics. 

First, CR baseline values (the resistance before responding to a vapor) vary by up to two 

order of magnitude from device to device. Second, the baseline values drift over time and 

independently for each CR device. From a circuit point of view, all these challenges from 

µGC and MPN CR array can be addressed by developing a high-resolution readout circuit 

with large dynamic range, thus enabling µGCs to achieve the greatest possible limits of 

detection. Furthermore, because CRs exhibit a small capacitive response, an orthogonal 

measurement of vapor concentrations can potentially be incorporated into the CR array 

instrumentation electronics. 

1.3 Goal 

The goal of this project is to maximize the sensitivity and stability (accuracy over 

time) of sensor arrays in emerging µGC platforms by designing instrumentation circuits 

that fully exploit the high sensitivity of MPN-coated CR sensors while overcoming their 

limitations. To achieve this goal, the developed instrumentation circuitry attempts to meet 

the following specifications: 

- Very high resolution readout of relative resistance change: target 1ppm 
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- Large dynamic range (support of baseline resistance values): target 100k–10MΩ 

- Support multiple CR channel readout on a single chip: target 8 channels 

- Low power (maximize portable µGC battery lifetime): target 100µW/channel 

- Support on-chip realization of CR sensor arrays 

1.4 Thesis outline 

Chapter 2 describes the technology and applications of the µGC, outlines MPN CR 

technology, and reviews existing resistive readout methods. Chapter 3 describes the 

development and VLSI realization of an 8-channel DC CR instrumentation circuit for 

µGCs, with experimental test results and analysis in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 introduces an 

alternative AC CR readout design to further improve resistance resolution. In the final 

chapter, a summary of this thesis work and suggestions for future research are provided. 
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2 Background of Gas Chromatograph and Resistance 

Measurement 

2.1 Vapor mixture analysis applications and micro gas chromatograph 

Vapor mixture is a mixture of compounds that can be vaporized without 

decomposition. In health, environment and security regions, important information can be 

extracted from vapor mixture’s composition and each component’s concentration.  By 

determining the ingredients and concentration, vapor mixture analysis has been adopted in 

health, environment and security applications including indoor monitoring, environmental 

tobacco smoke markers, lung cancer biomarkers, and explosive detection. The following 

sections will briefly introduce each application and corresponding vapor mixture analysis 

methodologies with their advantages and disadvantages, then introduce the µGC, a 

universal solution which can overcome the disadvantages. 

2.1.1 Indoor vapors monitoring 

Health problems associated with exposure to indoor toxic chemicals have become a 

growing public health concern. Many such chemicals can be classified as volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs), which refer to organic compounds having significant vapor pressure 

and affecting environment and human health. Concentrations of many VOCs are 

consistently higher indoors (up to ten times higher) than outdoors, which may have short- 
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and long-term adverse health effects. Indoor VOCs mainly come from: (1) emissions from 

building materials [5]; (2) infiltration from outdoor air [6]; (3) human activities [7]; (4) 

microorganisms[8]; (5) reaction products of existing VOCs [9]. The most abundant VOCs 

are aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons, such as alkanes, benzene and toluene[10]. To 

further study the VOCs’ health effect, it is important to determine VOCs’ ingredients and 

concentration by vapor mixture analysis. 

To date, almost all investigations of indoor VOCs mixture have adopted separate 

sample collections and laboratory analytical steps with the methods such as 

gas-chromatography/mass-spectrometry (GC-MS) [11] or gas-chromatography/ 

flame-ionization- detector (GC-FID) [12]. Due to the cost and delay between sampling and 

analysis, these conventional methods are limited in on-site monitoring, and do not allow 

characterization of concentration profiles with respect to spatial and temporal variations. 

2.1.2 Environmental tobacco smoke markers 

Exposure to environmental tobacco smoke (ETS), which is also called secondhand 

tobacco smoke, has been proved to cause lung cancer, heart disease and other health 

disorders. An estimated 3,400 lung cancer deaths and 46,000 heart disease deaths occur 

annually among nonsmokers in the US as a result of exposure to ETS [13]. People can be 

exposed to ETS in smoking-permitted environments, such as restaurants, bars and private 

cars. Due to the public health concerns, there is a strong need to accurately assess ETS 
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exposure.  

ETS contains a complex mixture of more than 4,000 specific components [14], among 

which more than 50 has been proved to individually cause cancer [13]. The complexity of 

ETS makes it difficult to determine ETS, prompting the use of marker compounds as 

surrogates for ETS detection. Vapor-phase nicotine (VPN), 3-ethenylpyridine (3-EP) and 

2,5-Dimethylfuran (2,5-DMF) has been used as a biomarker of ETS [14][15]. These 

chemicals are often determined by GC-MS[16], GC-FID [17] and gas-chromatography 

with a nitrogen-phosphorus detector (GC-NPD) [18]. However, there are several 

disadvantages to these conventional methods: they are labor and intensive expensive, and 

provide less effective intervention feedback for affected individuals, which limit the 

potential to address the problems associated with ETS exposure. 

2.1.3 Breath vapor analysis and the lung cancer biomarkers  

Analysis of vapor mixture in breath can provide information about diseases and 

environmental exposure [19]. It is more attractive than blood analysis due to its 

non-invasive nature. It is the best way to directly examine respiratory function and permits 

real-time monitoring of volatile toxic substances in the body. The links between breath 

substances and diseases are currently being studied, and breath analysis may provide a 

useful diagnostic tool. 
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Lung cancer is the most common cause of cancer-related death and is responsible for 

1.3 million deaths worldwide annually [13]. The overall risk of developing lung cancer 

during human’s lifetime is 1 in 13.5. According to statistical data, survival rate for lung 

cancer can dramatically be increased by detection and surgical treatment at an early stage. 

Breath biomarker analysis is a promising lung cancer screening method [20]. VOCs such 

as alkanes and aromatic compounds have been found to be associated with lung cancer as 

breath biomarker.  

To date, several methods have been utilized in breath biomarker analysis, such as 

GC-MS [21], GC-FID [22], and electronic nose technologies [23]. GC-MS has advantages 

such as high sensitivity and ability to identify compounds on the basis of their 

fragmentation spectra, but suffers high expense of the system and need for expertise in 

operation. GC-FID’s use in field is prevented by its complicated system design and data 

analysis. Electronic nose technologies have been partially successful when applied to 

differentiate lung cancer patients from healthy controls, but have been judged for their 

inability to identify specific VOCs and low sensitivity. 

2.1.4 Explosives detection 

Since Sep 11 2001, explosives inspection in airports and other public areas have 

become more strictly enforced. Facilitating this demand requires portable, fast, 

high-sensitivity explosive detection instruments to replace conventional methods like 
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trained animals. Therefore, the explosive detection techniques have been an active area of 

research in recent years. The United States Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms [24] 

lists nearly 250 explosive materials, in which trinitrotoluene (TNT), hexogen (RDX) and 

different combinations with both of them are very powerful explosives used by terrorists. 

Directly detecting these ingredients is more effective and accurate than indirect way such 

as X-ray or metal detectors. To date, several vapor mixture analysis methods have been 

utilized in explosive detection, such as GC-MS [25], gas-chromatograph-ion-mobility 

-spectrometers (GC-IMS) [26], infrared absorption spectroscopy [27], photo-thermal 

deflection spectroscopy (PDS) [28], fluorescence polymer-porous silicon microcavity 

device [29], and thermal sensor [30]. However, due to sample’s ultra low vapor pressure 

property and high-resolution requirement compared with general VOC detector, all of 

them are experimental, not yet implemented as a portable device. 

2.1.5 µGC for vapor mixture analysis 

The health, environment and security regions demands high-sensitivity on-site 

portable applications for vapor mixture analysis. However, most of the methods mentioned 

in previous sections hardly satisfy all the requirements. There are very few portable 

instruments which can analyze the components of complex vapor mixtures. These include 

hand-held IMS [31], hand-held mass spectrometry (MS) [32], Fourier transform infrared 

spectrophotometers (FTIR) [33] and µGCs. Due to the versatility associated with the 
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ability to separate components prior to detection, compatibility with various detectors, and 

possibility to achieve high sensitivity, µGCs are the most promising for on-site vapor 

mixture monitoring and analyzing. 

The µGC consists of four main components as shown in Figure 1.1. The µPCF 

collects the sample and injects into the system, lift the concentration in the same time. 

Microfabricated flow columns separate the samples with assistance of resistive heaters. 

The sensor array responds uniquely to different vapor composite and different 

concentration. Instrumentation electronics detect the sensor response, amplify and extract 

it. The µGC components can be fabricated with MEMS processes and the instrumentation 

electronics can be implemented in a single-chip integrated circuit. 

The vapor mixture analysis in health, environment and security applications often 

involve vapor concentration levels in the parts-per-billion (ppb) to parts-per-trillion (ppt) 

range, making detection of target compounds difficult. Three efforts that can help to 

achieve high detection limits for µGC are: 

(1) Improving the concentration of analytes in µPCF by providing a focused injection 

pulse; 

(2) Adopting a high-sensitivity vapor sensor in µGC system, where chemiresistors (CR) 

coated with thiolate-monolayer-protected gold nanoparticles (MPN) have been 
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demonstrated as promising candidate; 

(3) Improving the sensitivity of the readout instrumentation circuit. 

2.2 CR sensor array for µGC  

Various detectors have been employed in research µGC prototypes, such as 

micro-FID [34], PID [35], IMS [31], micro-flame photometric detector (µFPD) [36], 

micro-counter-flow FID [36], argon-doped helium ionization detector (HID) [37], electron 

capture detector (ECD) [37], micro-machined thermal conductivity detector (TCD) [38], 

MS [39], and chemical sensor array such as CR sensor array [40]. The complexity and high 

cost of these instruments limit their widespread deployment and potential in the many 

possible vapor mixture analysis applications. 

A chemical sensor consists of a chemically selective layer which changes its physical 

property when interacting with incoming VOCs, and a transducer which transforms this 

change into electrical signal. Compared with conventional detectors used in µGC, 

chemical sensors have been developing rapidly and have become popular in recent years 

because of advantages including: low-cost of production, small size, simplicity, low power 

operation, and minimal maintenance [41]. Furthermore, using an array of different 

functional sensors, selectivity can be obtained by providing characteristic chemical 

‘fingerprint’ of each analyte. 
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Several kinds of chemical sensors have been used as vapor detectors. These include 

metal-oxide semiconductor (MOX), optical, piezoelectric (e.g. SAW sensors), and 

chemiresistor (CR) sensors. MOX sensors are inexpensive, but suffer from performance 

drift and poor selectivity [42]. Optical fiber sensors, based on spectrometry measurements, 

offer some advantages such as electromagnetic immunity, multiplexation capability and 

passive operation (no bias is needed), but they are expensive [43]. Piezoelectric sensors 

consist of a piezoelectric substrate coating with various sensing materials; they provide 

good sensitivity and selectivity for chemical analytes but suffer high cost [44]. Compared 

with other alternatives, CR sensors are inexpensive to manufacture and have very high 

sensitivity that is determined by the method of chemical functionalization [45]. 

Carbon-doped polymers and electrically conductive polymers have been widely used 

as interfaces of CR sensors [46][47]. Gold-thiolate monolayer-protected nanoparticles 

(MPN) have arisen as promising CR interface with lower detection limits and higher 

sensitivity[48]. It has been reported that the MPN CR has a detection limit as good as 

sub-parts-per-billion (ppb) concentration of trichloroethylene in mixtures [49]. The MPNs 

consist of a gold core of nano-dimensions, surrounded by a monolayer of self-assembled 

thiolate that provide stability to the gold cores. The MPN film swells when vapor partitions 

diffuse into it, changing the electron tunneling barrier and thereby the film resistance. 

Therefore, CR response to vapors can be obtained by measuring the relative resistance 
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change of the MPN film. A model was proposed to predict the responses of MPN-CRs 

based on a vapor-film partition coefficient, the analyte density and dielectric constant [50]. 

The model also indicates that the sensitivity of the MPN-CR depends only on vapor 

concentration, regardless of electrode geometry and film thickness, showing a promising 

possibility for miniaturization of MPN-CRs. However, MPN-CR, also introduce several 

challenges that must be overcome by readout circuitry: 

(1) Baseline values (Rb) vary widely from device to device, typically from 100k to 10MΩ, 

corresponding to a dynamic baseline readout range requirement in circuit design. 

(2) Baseline value drift over time independently to each device, corresponding to a drift 

tracking ability in circuit design. 

(3) When detecting vapor such as trichloroethylene with concentration as low as sub ppb 

level, the sensor response (∆R/R) is quite small, as little as one part per million (ppm) 

[49]. To utilize the CR signal, it requires a ppm resolution readout in circuit design. 

(4) CRs also exhibit a small capacitive response, potentially providing an orthogonal 

means of vapor measurement, corresponding to a capacitance readout requirement in 

circuit design. 

In addition, multiple channel readout for CR array and 20Hz sampling rate are essential 

requirements in circuit design. 
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2.3 Methodologies for resistance measurement 

Usually, in CR sensor measurement, current is read when a constant voltage is applied 

across the CR sensor film [51]. The resistance value is obtained as the voltage to current 

ratio. For a baseline value Rb, the CR response is defined as the normalized resistance 

changes (∆R/ Rb), to achieve high resolution of CR response (such as several ppm), a 

high-stability voltage generator and a high-resolution picoammeter are required in a 

laboratory environment. For example, to measure 1Ω resistance change in a 1MΩ baseline 

resistance, less than 1µVrms would be generated with a 1V bias applied to the CR. This 

would require a bias voltage stability of better than 1µVrms, which is achievable with most 

commercial equipment. To obtain 1µV resolution over 1V range in measurement, a 

picoammeter with 20-bit resolution is required, which would typically be achieved with 

some sort of analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Furthermore, if we consider that CR 

baseline values can vary from roughly 100k – 10MΩ, the required ADC resolution would 

be pushed up to approximately 27 bits to obtain 1ppm resolution over the whole range. 

Generally speaking, higher ADC resolution requires more power and chip area and 

significantly adds to cost. Currently, the best commercially available ADCs can only 

achieve 24 bits [52], so it would be impossible to achieve the required 27-bit resolution 

with commercial electronics. 

To address this resolution challenge in CR readout, many CR interface circuits have 
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been developed using a variety of techniques. As described below, these circuits are 

tailored to the performance requirements of specific CR sensor technologies that do not 

necessarily match the demands of MPN CR sensors. 

2.3.1 Resistance-to-frequency converter 

Resistance-to-frequency converter (RFC) is a method widely used by resistive gas 

sensors, especially for large variation of resistance [51][53-57], for example, sensors based 

on metal-oxide thin film have five decades in baseline value variance due to process 

variation [53]. RFC allows measurement of a much larger resistance range than direct 

linear conversion because it is not limited by voltage swing constraints in analog circuits. 

Figure 2.1. shows a general circuit implemented in RFC, consisting of a voltage-to-current 

convertor followed by an integrator, a Schmitt comparator and a digital control circuit. The 

current flowing in the CR alternately charges and discharges the capacitor in the integrator, 

the Schmitt comparator gives pulses according to integrator’s output and the resulting 

oscillation period linearly depends on the CR value. This circuit has been reported to 

achieve 141dB dynamic range with a maximum accuracy of 4,000ppm over five decades 

[53]. However, this approach is slower than direct conversion and the accuracy is limited 

by parasitic capacitances to be far below MPN-CR requirements. 
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2.3.2 Logarithmic converter 

The logarithmic converter is another solution to address a wide range of CR baseline 

values [58]. The logarithmic converter is typically implemented with a voltage-to-current 

converter and a pair of diode-connected vertical PNP transistors as shown in Figure 2.2. 

The difference of the two bipolars’ emitter-base voltage VEB1 & VEB2 can be expressed 

as: 
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where k is he Boltzmann constant, q is the electron charge, T is the absolute 

temperature on the chip, IREF is a reference current, IR is the output current of the 

voltage-to-current converter, and the VCM is the common-mode voltage of the logarithmic 

converter. Therefore, the differential output ∆VEB is logarithmic related with CR 

 

Figure 2.1. Block diagram of resistance-to-frequency conversion. 
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resistance value (RCR). This method can provide five decades of dynamic range (1kΩ – 

10MΩ). However, because of the nonidealities in CMOS parasitic vertical bipolar devices, 

only 10,000ppm resolution (∆R/Rb) is achieved. This resolution does not satisfy 

MPN-CR’s requirements (~1ppm). 

 

2.3.3 Multi-scale current-to-voltage converter 

Another method to address the wide CR resistance range involving a multi-scale 

current-to-voltage converter was proposed [59]. This readout circuit is composed of a 

single-ended continuous-time programmable transresistance amplifier (PTA) and a 13-bit 

ADC as shown in Figure 2.3. The PTA converts the current flowing through the sensor into 

a voltage and the 13-bit ADC digitizes the output of the PTA. To accommodate a 

five-decade range of baseline values, this system also requires two 8-bit digital-to-analog 

convertors (DAC) and a digital signal processor (DSP) for control and calibration. This 

 

Figure 2.2. Logarithmic converter for readout a CR with a wide resistance change. 
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readout circuit can measure a sensor resistance range of more than five decades 

(100Ω-20MΩ) and achieve a resolution of better than 1000ppm which does not satisfy 

MPN-CR’s resolution requirement. 

 

2.3.4 Baseline cancellation methodology 

To achieve high resolution of CR response, baseline cancellation method was 

proposed recently[60]. The working principle and benefit are described below. 

As mentioned in the first paragraph of section 2.3, small CR response requires high 

ADC resolution in direct linear conversion. The reason is that when the entire sensor value 

(baseline plus response) is digitized, ∆R receives only a small portion of the ADC's 

resolution. In other words, the resolution available to digitize ∆R is very small. If, however, 

Rb is first canceled and ∆R is amplified before digitizing, the full resolution of the ADC 

 

Figure 2.3. Block diagram of multi-scale current-to-voltage converter. 
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may be used. Figure 2.4 shows an illustration of this baseline cancellation principle. Given 

a gain of A, extra log2(A) bits of resolution is provide compared to the direct linear 

conversion. In this way, the requirement for ADC’s resolution is loosed and the complexity 

of ADC is dramatically decreased. For example, to measure 1Ω resistance change in a 

1MΩ baseline resistance, direct linear conversion need 20-bit ADC; in contrast, by 

baseline cancellation and amplifying ∆R 64 times, only 14-bit ADC is required. 

 

Several interface circuits have been developed in baseline cancellation method. 

Amplifying differential signal between an active CR and a passivated (non-sensing) 

element can achieve a resolution better than the noise floor of CR itself [61]. However, this 

approach has limited utility because fabricating two sensors with identical initial baseline 

 

Figure 2.4. Illustration of baseline cancellation principle. 
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and drift characteristics is nearly impossible with most sensor technologies.  Alternatively, 

baseline cancellation using an op-amp with resistive feedback and a power gain stage has 

been reported to provide a resolution (∆R/ Rb) of about 200ppm [60]. However, it does not 

provide drift tracking.  

2.3.5 Methodologies summary 

In section 2.3, the methodologies for CR readout were reviewed. Although 

resistance-to-frequency converter and logarithmic converters can provide large dynamic 

range, they only achieve limited resolution ~ 10,000ppm. In comparison multi-scale 

current-to-voltage converter is better in dynamic range and resolution, but still does not 

satisfy the MPN-CR resolution specification. Baseline cancellation methodology provides 

a promising way to push down the resolution. Our prior work shows a baseline cancellation 

and tracking approach for MPN-CR readout [62], in which a cancellation and amplification 

circuit was implemented in IC. In the next chapter, a fully integrated baseline cancellation 

system based on [62] will be presented, targeting the goals listed in Chapter 1. 
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3 DC Chemiresistor Instrumentation Circuit Design 

3.1 Requirement and approach for high sensitivity 

The normalized resistance change (∆R/Rb) of a CR sensor is directly related to the 

concentration of target vapors. However, the desired response portion of the sensor ∆R is 

small and buried within the large total value ∆R +Rb. Furthermore, Rb varies widely 

from sensor to sensor in two orders of magnitude. To acquire ∆R/ Rb with high resolution, 

the readout circuit must both overcome the large variation of Rb and precisely measure 

small ∆R values. In our lab’s prior work [62] we introduced a baseline resistance 

cancelation approach that subtracts Rb from the total CR resistance, amplifies and 

digitizes the ∆R portion. The readout range and resolution of ∆R are limited by how 

accurately Rb is measured and subtracted and how large the ∆R is amplified. Thus, 

tracking Rb values closely is important over the wide dynamic range typical CR sensors 

present. Canceling Rb in the analog domain and amplifying only ∆R significantly 

improves the overall signal to noise ratio (SNR). 

To meet these requirements, the architecture for the CR instrumentation circuit (one 

channel) is shown in Figure 3.1. The CR sensor is stimulated by a constant bias current 

IR, and the sensor voltage response is 

 sensRsens RI=V
 (3.1) 
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where Rsens = ∆R + Rb. The circuit works in two phases. In the idle phase (∆R=0), a 

calibration is performed to determine the bias current such that the voltage drop on CR 

sensor Vsens1 = IR·Rb is between Vmin and Vmax. Because Rb can vary by more than two 

orders of magnitude, this large resistance range needs to be mapped into a small voltage 

range by adjusting the programmable current bias. The determined value of Vsens1 is then 

stored on the analog memory (AM) to end the idle (calibration) phase.  

During the response phase when CR is exposed to the target vapor, the voltage drop 

on CR sensor changes to Vsen2 = IR·(Rb + ∆R) and is input to the subtraction and gain 

block. This block removes the baseline value Vsens1 (previously stored on the AM) from 

Vsens2, amplifies the difference, and outputs only the sensor response with a gain of A. 

After these two phases, Vsens1 and A(Vsens2 - Vsens1) are obtained, corresponding to Rb 

and A∆R. With subsequent A/D conversion and offline calculations, ∆R/ Rb can readily 

be obtained from Vsens1/A(Vsens2- Vsens1). The scale A provides extra log2(A) bits of 

resolution compared to the direct linear conversion. Because the ∆R signal is very small 

and susceptible to noise, the subtraction and gain block is fully differential to minimize 

common mode noise. Input offsets of the subtraction and gain block are eliminated by 

this sample and subtract process.  
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3.2 Circuit implementation 

The CR baseline tracking and cancellation approach first described in [62] has been 

significantly expanded and improved in the 8-channel circuit. This fully integrated CR 

instrumentation system contains a wide-range programmable exponential current bias, an 

8-bit DAC for the AM, a subtraction and gain block, a digital communication and control 

circuit, and surface contacts to support an on-chip MPN CR sensor array.  

3.2.1 Programmable exponential current bias 

The normalized resistance change (∆R/ Rb) of the MPN-coated CR sensor is 

proportional to the concentration of target vapors. And, the ratio of ∆R/ Rb to vapor 

concentration is independent of the baseline Rb. Because Rb varies from 100kΩ to 10MΩ 

from sensor to senor, 2 order of magnitude variation of ∆R will be observed when sensing 

the same analyte. With a fixed current bias, (Vsens2 - Vsens1) could vary in the same 

magnitude of ∆R, giving a tremendously variable resolution of ∆R/Rb. To extract the same 

 

Figure 3.1. Single channel architecture for CR baseline tracking and cancellation. 
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level of ∆R/ Rb resolution for all values of Rb, a programmable current bias is essential for 

mapping baseline resistance into a narrow output voltage range, Vb.  

Assuming that the range of voltage Vb is held within Vmin to Vmax by the current bias 

and that the discrete programmable current is I[n], where n is number of current values 

available, the current values I[n] provided by the system must be set such that 

 maxmin ][ VRnIV b ≤≤
 (3.2) 

In other words, for all values of Rb, a current I[n] should be available such that the 

conditions in (3.2) are met. To ensure all possible Rb values generate a voltage between 

Vmin and Vmax, the Vb steps for each I[n] must overlap. This can be expressed 

mathematically as  
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When the boundary values of adjacent steps are set equal to each other, (3.3) becomes 
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So I[n] can be derived as 

 

nInI ⋅= α]1[][
 (3.5) 

This indicates that an exponential current bias would best span the required range with 
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the fewest steps.  

The current bias circuit shown in Figure 3.2 was designed to achieve this goal. The 

lower five control bits tune the current scaling in 22 exponential steps, from 1 to 1.121 

(=7.4). The higher two control bits provide coarse steps via programmable current gain 

with values of 1, 5 and 25. The exponential ratio is chosen as 1.1 to keep Vb range in [0.62V, 

0.72V] with overlap between adjacent steps, contributing AM DAC extra 2 bits resolution. 

The coarse step extends the exponential current range to 2 orders, in the meantime 

guarantees overlap between adjacent steps. The monotonicity in range selection is not 

critical because the current only changes during calibration and for each set of ∆R and Rb 

measurements, the current is fixed. 

Noise and mismatch need to be taken into consideration in the design point of view. 

First, the noise comes primarily from current source and the CR. The thermal noise of a 

normal resistor R can be shown as  

 fkTRv R ∆= 42

 (3.6) 

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, equals to 1.38x10-23 J/K; T is the temperature, ∆f is the 

bandwidth. For a single transistor current source, the noise is composed of thermal noise 

and flicker noise, shown as 
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where gm is the transistor’s transconductance, COX is unit capacitance of the transistor’s 

thin oxide, W is the width of transistor gate, L is the length of the transistor gate, K is 

flicker noise constant(related with the process), fh is the up boundary of frequency 

bandwidth and fl is the lower boundary. (3.6) and (3.7) indicate that to reach low noise 

level, small R, small gm and large W and L are preferred. Because the bias current is 

constant, the flicker noise dominates the noise sources. Thus the main effect to eliminate 

the noise is to enlarge W and L. In the meantime, low mismatch also benefits from the 

large transistor design. 

 

In the current bias circuit design, transistors M6 to M27 have a large width and length 

 

Figure 3.2. Schematic of wide-range programmable exponential current bias.  
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to minimize flicker noise, reduce errors due to process mismatch, and bolster output 

resistance. The current variations caused by variable Vsens are negligible (only 0.1% in 

simulation) because M6 to M27 have a large gate length and their drain voltages are 

narrowly held between Vmax and Vmin. 

As shown in Figure 3.3, the total tunable range of current is from 60nA to 12.7µA, 

which keeps Vb between 0.62V (Vmin) and 0.72V (Vmax) for all values of Rb between 

48.6kΩ to 12MΩ. The three coarse steps of current have overlap, guarantees continuous 

coverage when tuning higher two bits. Figure 3.4 shows that adjacent steps of current have 

overlap in resistance range, which guarantees continuous coverage over the whole range.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.3. Post-layout simulation results show CR resistance is mapped to Vb by 
multi-scale currents. By choosing a proper current value, any CR resistance value 
between 48.6kΩ to 12MΩ can generate a voltage drop between 0.62V to 0.72V. The 
three coarse steps of current set show overlap in the figure. 
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3.2.2 Analog memory 

To achieve high resolution measurement of the sensor’s response, an analog memory 

(AM) is utilized to store the baseline output value (Vb) and subsequently subtract this 

offset value during sensor readout. A simple calibration routine is used to set the value in 

the AM. When the sensor is idle (∆R=0), the readout circuit output should ideally be 0V. 

During calibration, a feedback loop from the amplifier output to the AM is used to drive the 

output to 0V. Calibration is complete once this state is achieved, and thus the AM will hold 

the proper baseline value. This approach also has the advantage of compensating for all 

non-ideal offsets in the base cancellation and gain blocks shown in Figure 3.1.  

 

 
Figure 3.4. Partial plots of Figure 3.4. Each scale of current has overlap in resistance 
coverage, which guarantees continuous coverage over the whole range in regardless of 
layout mismatch or channel length modulation. 
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The baseline resistances of MPN CRs are known to drift significantly within a matter 

of minutes. Ideally the readout system should support a drift tracking re-calibration scheme. 

Our targeted MPN CRs are typically implemented within a µGC system [40] that 

periodically analyzes pre-concentrated vapor samples and permits regular recalibration in a 

clear environment. Because the time between recalibration periods is on the order of 

minutes, charge leakage excludes the use of a capacitor-based AM. Therefore, the AM was 

implemented as a digital to analog converter (DAC) that can hold the AM value 

indefinitely. Note that after calibration, the AM-DAC holds the digital value of Rb so it is 

readily available to determine ∆R/Rb. 

The disadvantage of a DAC-based AM is that it stores a discrete estimate of the 

baseline resistance. The AM output voltage can be expressed as 

 
'RI=V bRAM  (3.8) 

where Rb' is the DAC estimate of Rb, IR Rb' is within one LSB of the actual IR Rb To 

determine the necessary resolution of the DAC, consider that the baseline cancellation 

error, ε, can be expressed by 
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where Vh to Vl is the output range of the DAC and N is the DAC bit resolution. During 
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calibration, the output never reaches exactly 0V due to ε. Thus, if higher precision is 

required, ε can be recorded during calibration and used in post processing the data. The 

primary restriction on ε is that it should not exceed the input range of the amplifier. 

Because the programmable current bias already limits Vb to 0.62 - 0.72V, the DAC is 

just need to span this range for AM control. It was determined that an 8-bit R-2R ladder 

current-mode DAC limits the output error to less than 1mV and satisfies the requirement 

set by (3.9). The resistor-based DAC shown in Figure 3.5 was implemented and holds the 

output indefinitely without ripple. 

 

3.2.3 Subtraction and gain block 

To achieve high resolution measurement of the sensor’s response, Rb is cancelled and 

only ∆R is amplified by the subtraction and gain block. The subtraction and gain block 

needs good linearity over the readout range and programmable gain set to match the 

dynamic range of the sensor during operation. It was implemented using the fully 

differential amplifier shown in Figure 3.6. The first stage is an operational 

 

Figure 3.5. R-2R ladder current-mode 8-bit DAC schematic. Setting Vref to 0.6V sets 

Vout to match Vb. 
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transconductance amplifier (OTA), with gm=1/Rs. High input impedance and fully 

differential structure minimize the noise and area compared to the conventional 

closed-loop operational amplifier with buffer design. The second stage is a closed loop 

amplifier. The total gain is A = gm · Rd = Rd / Rs. Gain accuracy is ensured by careful 

resistance matching in the layout and the gain linearity is ensured by fixing common-mode 

voltage at the input of the second stage. Three different values of Rs are designed to select, 

in able to provide programmable gain from 20 to 320. With external 16bit A/D conversion, 

at least 20bit resolution of ∆R/ Rb could be achieved based on baseline cancellation 

principle, satisfies the design goal (1ppm) mentioned in Chapter 2. 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Subtraction and gain block with a total gain of Rd/Rs. 
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3.2.4 Digital control and communication block 

To provide programmable configurations and communication with the computer, 

digital control and communication block is utilized in the circuit. The schematic of the 

8-channel CR instrumentation circuit is shown in Figure 3.7 with digitally controlled AM 

DAC, programmable current bias, amplifier gain, and channel selection. The channel 

multiplexer was inserted between OTA and the second stage of subtraction and gain block. 

By placing the second stage after channel multiplexer, only one amplifier is needed, saving 

power and area. A 6-byte memory was implemented along with a serial peripheral interface 

(SPI) communication block to minimize the number of I/O pins required. Serial data are 

fed into the SPI and stored into memory registers to configure the settings for all analog 

circuits.  

3.2.5 Compatibility with on-chip CR array 

There are significant advantages to integrating CR array directly on the surface of the 

instrumentation chip, including elimination of most sources of environmental noise and 

miniaturization of the detector sub-system of the µGC platform. However, two important 

challenges need to be addressed in order to achieve this goal.  

First, experimental efforts to form interdigitated electrodes for MPN sensors on the 

surface of CMOS chips demonstrated a problem related to the flatness of the chip’s surface. 

Because the MPN-CR sensor electrodes are formed using very thin metal layers, they 
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require an extremely flat surface to avoid trace discontinuities in the electrodes and their 

connections to on-chip contact openings. However, most CMOS processes, including AMI 

0.5µm process used in this research, do not planarize the surface after the top-most 

metallization, and any top metal routing would create sharp surface topography. 

 

To solve this issue, there are two primary options that avoid additional process steps to 

planarize the chip’s surface. One is to eliminate any top metal routing within the sensor 

area, and the other is to cover the entire sensor area with the top metal layer. In order to 

address the issue below, the second option was chosen and a metal3 plateau was formed 

 

Figure 3.7. Schematic of the 8-channel CR instrumentation circuit that integrates 
subtraction and gain cells, an analog memory DAC, a programmable current bias and a 
digital control and communication block. 
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beneath the sensor electrode area.  

Second, the electron beam lithography (EBL) that was used in CR fabrication was 

observed to cause defects the circuit beneath the sensor area exposure to EBL. The defect 

principle can be explained as following: (1) High-energy electron beam can stimulate the 

electron-hole pairs in thin gate oxide. Compared to the higher mobility of electrons, holes 

have relatively higher probability to be trapped in the oxide defects and to form positive 

charge in the gate [63]. (2) Electron beam accumulates at the gate to induce negative 

voltage. Under the high electric field, great deal of majority carrier holes are accumulated 

at the Si/SiO2 interface and a very small proportion of these holes have enough of the 

energy to enter into the gate oxide and been trapped there [64]. The trapped charge Qss 

affects transistor’s threshold voltage shift ∆Vth, which is shown 

 OX

ss
th C

Q
V −=∆

 (3.10) 

The extra charge trapped in the gate oxide shifts the transistor’s threshold, causing the 

whole analog block’s failure. 

To solve this problem, several options were identified. Annealing has been shown to 

be a promising solution to remove the trapped charge [63]. Alternatively, grounded metal 

layer shows a possible solution to isolate the substrate from EBL effect. Finally, because 
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high-energy electrons travel only a very limited distance (~10µm) from their point of 

impact, the EBL exposure region can be physically separated from the circuit region 

without losing significant silicon area.   

To evaluate the effect of the EBL on circuit and verify the potential solutions 

mentioned above, a test chip with transistor array was designed and exposed under 30keV 

electron beam with dose of 150µC/cm
2
. Figure 3.8. (a) shows three transistors’ threshold 

voltage shift after EBL. The first transistor does not have metal covered while the left two 

have either one layer or two layers of metal covered and grounded in EBL process. All of 

them have significant threshold shift, indicating the grounded metal cannot isolate the 

high-energy electrons. Figure 3.8.(b) shows the threshold voltage shift of a transistor after 

EBL exposure and then annealing for 8 hour at 200C temperature. The annealing can 

attenuate but cannot eliminate the EBL effect. Figure 3.8.(c) shows the threshold voltage 

shift of three transistors with different locations from the exposure spot. The results point 

out that the farther the circuit area is from the sensor area, the less effect on transistor’s 

threshold shift. Placing transistors 120µm away from exposure spot would be safe. In 

conclusion, the best solution is to separate the circuit region from CR array region and 

120µm is a conservative value. 
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Figure 3.8. (a) Threshold voltage shift of three transistors after EBL exposure. The first 
transistor does not have metal covered while the left two have either one layer or two 
layers of metal covered and grounded in EBL process. (b) Threshold voltage shift of a 
transistor after EBL exposure and then annealing for 8 hour at 200C temperature. (c) The 
threshold voltage shift of three transistors with different locations from the exposure spot. 
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4 DC Instrumentation Results and Analysis 

4.1 CMOS implementation 

The 8-channel DC CR-array instrumentation circuit was fabricated in AMI 0.5µm 

CMOS process. It uses a 3.3V power supply and consumes 66µW per channel. The die 

photo of the 2.2×2.2mm chip is shown in Figure 4.1 with the main functional blocks 

labeled. The electrode area with metal3 layer underneath permits direct connection 

between on-chip circuitry and interdigitated electrodes patterned on the chip’s surface 

using electron-beam lithography. To avoid damage to circuitry from post-CMOS 

electron-beam lithography, the sensor array (electrode contact) area contains no circuitry. 

All the functional circuits are placed far from the electrode area. The sensor area is placed 

in the middle of the chip to facilitate post-wire-bonding application of a PDMS “cap” that 

creates a microfluidic cell on the surface of the chip. 

4.2 CR instrumentation circuit performance characterization 

4.2.1 Experiment setup 

A data acquisition card (DAQ PCI-6259) from Agilent Technologies was used to 

interface the CR-array readout chip with a PC running LabVIEW to configure and 

control the chip. The setup is shown in Figure 4.2. The DAQ PCI-6259 can generate 

digital control signals for the chip, acquire the analog signals from the chip, digitize, 
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display and store data in the PC. The chip, the DAQ connector block and the battery are 

placed in a metal shielding box to isolate environment noise. A standard carbon film 

resistor as simulated CR is used to characterize the chip’s performance. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Experiment setup diagram for CR instrumentation circuit performance 
characterization. 

 

Figure 4.1. Die photo of 2.2×2.2mm CR-array readout chip. 
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4.2.2 Characteristics of programmable exponential current bias 

To characterize the performance of the programmable exponential current bias, the 

baseline resistance was swept over a large range and the current bias was periodically 

re-programmed to minimize the Vb range. Vb was recorded in terms of CR resistance 

change and is shown in Figure 4.3, The result indicates that Vb can be held within the 

tight range of 0.61 - 0.72V for all values of Rb from 52kΩ to 13.28MΩ. Compared to the 

design specification setting in 3.2.1, which is to keep Vb between 0.62V and 0.72V for 

Rb between 48.6kΩ to 12MΩ, the result approximately meets the requirement. 

4.2.3 Characteristics of AM DAC 

To characterize the performance of the AM DAC, 8-bit control input was swept from 

1 to 255. Recall that the current bias was designed to maintain Vb between 0.61 – 0.72V; 

the job of the DAC is to span this range for AM control. Figure 4.4 (a) shows that the 
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Figure 4.3. Vb vs. CR value by tuning the programmable current bias.  
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output range of DAC is 0.6 – 0.75V, meeting the design requirement.  

The DAC was designed to achieve an accuracy of 8 bit. The integral nonlinearity (INL) 

and differential nonlinearity (DNL) of the DAC were calculated from the measured step 

error in the Figure 4.4. (a) data. Figure 4.4. (b) shows that the INL and DNL are lower than 

-50dB for all DAC input codes. Since -48dB is equal to 8-bit resolution, the DAC achieves 

the designed resolution. 
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Figure 4.4. (a) The output range of DAC. (b) The INL and DNL of DAC. 
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4.2.4 Characteristics of subtraction and gain block 

To characterize the performance of the subtraction and gain block, the input voltage of 

this block was swept near the operational point of the OTA and the voltage transfer 

function of this block was acquired. The gain, the differential input range and the linearity 

were calculated from the data at three gain settings; subsequently, the extra resolution bits 

contribution and the readout range in terms of ∆R/R were derived. Table 4.1. lists the 

performance of the subtraction and grain block. The result shows that the linearity is good 

over the programmable gain range. Recall that the gain is optional to accommodate the 

dynamic range of the sensor during the CR array test. By choosing low gain, the CR 

instrumentation chip can readout ∆R as large as +/- 12.6% of Rb with extra 4 bits resolution; 

by choosing high gain, the CR instrumentation chip can provide as high as 8.3 extra bits 

resolution with +/- 0.7% ∆R/ Rb. 

 

4.2.5 Characteristics of the CR-array instrumentation chip 

The resolution of a signal is commonly defined as 6 times the standard deviation (σ) 

of the signal noise level.  This definition has been adopted to establish the ∆R/R resolution. 

Gain 17.7 85 325 

Extra resolution bits (log2(gain)) 4.1 6.4 8.3 
Input range(+/-) (mV) 85 16.4 4.9 

Readout range of ∆R/R (+/-) 12.6% 2.4% 0.7% 
Linearity (R-square) 0.9999997 0.9999996 0.9999960 

Table 4.1. Subtraction and gain block performance summary. 
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Chip readout output was measured 1000 times for a fixed sensor resistance (input) and the 

standard deviation of the collected output values was calculated. In this manner, by 

sweeping resistance from 60kΩ to 10MΩ, the chip resolution vs. CR resistance was 

obtained as plotted in Figure 4.5. The resolution was found to be better than 125ppm over 

the resistance range. Notice that the resolution (in ppm) is lowest (best) for low values of 

resistance and increases (gets worse) as resistance increases. This agrees with analysis in 

Chapter 3, Equation 3.6 and 3.7, showing that the first two noise terms are related with 

resistance value.  

 

4.2.6 Discussion 

The above experiment shows that the CR instrumentation circuit is able to cancel the 

baseline from 60k to 10M and provide ∆R/ Rb resolution better than 125ppm over the 

whole baseline range. In terms of the baseline coverage range and resolution over the 

whole baseline range, the circuit achieves equivalent 120dB dynamic range. Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.5. CR instrumentation circuit readout resolution vs. CR resistance value. 
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shows a comparison of resistive readout methodologies. It should be noticed that our 

previous approach [64] can achieve the resolution 57ppm only after 5Hz low pass filter, 

however, is not fitting the speed requirement of µGC (20Hz). Although the test result 

hasn’t meet the 1ppm goal listed in Chapter1, this instrumentation circuit’s resolution is 

better than other approaches and provides large dynamic range as well. 

 

4.3 CR sensor array measurement 

4.3.1 Experiment setup 

Having verified and characterized the performance of the DC CR instrumentation 

circuit with fix resistance values, the next step is to perform vapor chamber tests with an 

MPN-CR array to demonstrate the chip’s capabilities for baseline cancellation, drift 

tracking and multi-channel supporting and characterize the linearity. To test the CR array 

chip under real conditions, a prototype CR readout system was developed. The electrical 

part was adapted from the chip characterization test platform. The CR instrumentation chip 

Methodology 
Resolution 

(∆R/R) 
Baseline 

range 
Dynamic 

range 
Resistance-to-frequency converter [55] 4000ppm five decades 141dB 
Logarithmic converter [60] 10,000ppm 1kΩ – 10MΩ x 
Multi-scale I-to-V converter [61] 1000ppm 100Ω-20MΩ 160dB 
Baseline cancellation methodology [63] 200ppm x x 
Baseline cancellation methodology [64] 57ppm  x x 
Our approach 60ppm- 

125ppm 
60kΩ-10MΩ 120dB 

Table 4.2. Comparison of CR instrumentation circuit’s performance with other 
approaches. 
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is connected to an MPN-CR sensor array, as shown in Figure 4.6. A customized small PCB 

（3.6inch x 2.7inch） shown in Figure 4.7 was designed to be able to hold both the chip 

and the CR array, and to fit in the test chamber as well. A user interface was implemented 

using LabVIEW, providing a customized setup and a virtual oscilloscope, as shown in 

Figure 4.8.  

Through this chamber, the target vapor was alternately dosed in a controlled 

concentration with a dosing phase of 5 minutes and a passive vapor during recovering 

phase for 5 minutes. A 1-mercapto-6-phenoxyhexane (OPH)-thiolated MPN-coated CR 

array was tested in two common breath VOCs as lung cancer biomark, toluene and 

2-butanone. 

 

 

Figure 4.6. CR sensor array experiment setup diagram. 
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4.3.2 Baseline cancellation verification 

To verify baseline cancellation function of the DC CR instrumentation circuit, a test 

was performed using the experiment setup described in section 4.3.1. The DC CR 

 

Figure 4.7. Photo of the customized PCB for interfacing a CR-sensor array to the CR 
instrumentation chip. 

 
Figure 4.8. LabVIEW graphic user interface for CR sensor array test, providing a 
customized setup and a virtual oscilloscope. 
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instrumentation circuit was used to record outputs from OPH-MPN CR array. Figure 4.9. 

shows OPH-MPN CR sensor response to 2-butanone at room temperature and the 

corresponding output of CR instrumentation circuit. Different concentration of 2-butanone 

were dosed in each dosing phase. The CR had a slight resistance response at dosing phase 

and is recovered back to baseline value at recovering phase. The circuit was calibrated at 

the start of the first dose, sampled the baseline value and output the amplified 

baseline-cancelled response. Performing baseline cancellation, the CR instrumentation 

chip dramatically amplifies the resistance change as a result. 

 

 
Figure 4.9. OPH-MPN-CR sensor responding to 2-butanone at room temperature and 
corresponding output of CR instrumentation circuit for the sensor response. 
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4.3.3 Drifting tracking verification 

The OPH-MPN CR sensor drifts obviously at higher temperature. To demonstrate the 

DC CR instrumentation circuit’s ability of drift tracking, the chamber was placed in water 

at temperature 45˚C. Figure 4.10. shows the output of CR instrumentation circuit for 

OPH-MPN CR sensor responses to 2-butanone at temperature 45˚C. The CR 

instrumentation circuit calibrates periodically (every 10 minutes) and adjusts the baseline 

back to zero before the next vapor dosing phase, correcting the error introduced by baseline 

drifting. The drift observed at the circuit output is larger than minimum response measured. 

Thus without drift tracking, this variation would add significant error to the measurement. 

 

 
Figure 4.10. Output of CR instrumentation circuit for OPH-MPN CR sensor responses 
to 2-butanone at temperature 45˚C.  
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4.3.4 Multiple-channel supporting verification 

To demonstrate DC CR instrumentation circuit’s ability of the multi-channel 

supporting, 2-channel OPH-MPN CR array was tested in 2-butanone at room temperature 

and response was recorded by the DC CR instrumentation circuit. The CR array contains 

two CR sensors with baseline values of 0.91MΩ and 1.25MΩ and both of them are in the 

circuit’s readout range. Figure 4.11. shows output of 2-channel-CR instrumentation circuit 

for this CR array response. The CR instrumentation chip performs multi-channel readout 

and outputs results at 20Hz sampling rate in each channel.  

 

4.3.5 Linearity characterization  

To characterize the linearity of the CR instrumentation circuit, the circuit recorded 
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Figure 4.11. Output of 2-channel-CR readout circuit for OPH-MPN CR sensor 
responses to 2-butanone at room temperature. The CR readout chip performs 
multi-channel readout and outputs results at 20Hz sampling rate in each channel. 
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response from OPH-MPN-coated CR sensor with toluene and 2-butanone. Figure 4.12 

shows the measured results for ∆R/R as function of test vapor concentration, which 

represent the calibration curves of the sensor. The output of the system is observed to be 

good linearity, with R
2
 value of 0.998 in toluene and 0.997 in 2-butanone. 

 

4.4 Performance summary 

In this chapter, the silicon realization of CR instrumentation circuit was characterized 

and verified by a series of experiments. CR array experiments demonstrated the ability of 

baseline cancellation, drift tracking and multi-channel supporting, and characterized the 

linearity of the circuit. Table 4.3 lists all the key performances. In all, this circuit 

overcomes many of the instrumentation challenges presented by CR sensors, meets the 

 

Figure 4.12. Toluene and 2-butanone vapor calibration curves for an OPH-MPN CR. 
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design goals listed in Chapter1 (except resolution) and is well suitable for on-chip sensor 

array readout. 

Process 0.5µm 
Power supply 3.3V 
Power per channel 66µW 
Channel  8 
Sampling rate 20Hz 
Readout range of ∆R/R(+/-) 12.6% 
Rb cancellation range 60kΩ - 10MΩ 
∆R/R resolution 60ppm – 125ppm 

Table 4.3. Performance summary of CR DC instrumentation circuit. 
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5 AC Chemiresistor Instrumentation Circuit Design 

In the previous chapter, the silicon realization of the DC CR instrumentation circuit 

was characterized and verified by a series of experiments. However, the achieved 

performance in terms of resolution did not meet the target goal of 1ppm. In addition, the 

MPN-CR device exhibits a capacitance response that is attractive to potentially provide an 

orthogonal means of vapor measurement. In this chapter, the limitation of the DC approach 

is first analyzed. Then an alternative solution using AC measurement is presented to 

overcome the challenge and provide supplemental functionality of capacitance change 

readout. A circuit designed to implement this approach will be introduced and simulation 

results will be shown. 

5.1 Limitation of DC CR instrumentation circuit 

In order to analyze the DC instrumentation circuit’s intrinsic noise, excluding CR, a 

standard carbon film resistor, which has much lower noise than either a CR or the readout 

circuit, is used in place of the CR. Using a fixed carbon resistor, the DC readout circuit was 

tested and the equivalent input Vrms is noise was found to be 12µV when 1V is applied to a 

1Mohm resistor. A simplified noise analysis circuit is given in Figure 5.1 which identifies 

noise sources including: current bias noise VcurN, resistor’s intrinsic noise VrN, AM DAC 

noise VdacN, gain block noise VampN and power supply’s noise VregN. Noise from the 

power supply, a 3.3V voltage regulator, and AM DAC, a commercial component, were 
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determined from data sheets, and noise levels from the gain block and the current bias and 

resistor were estimated from simulation. The noise value of each component is listed in 

Table 5.1. The total estimated noise based on simulation and datasheet is  

)(7.17)( 22222
_ VVVVVVV ampNrNcurNdacNregNallnoise µ=++++=

 (5.1) 

which is close to the test result of 12µV. Table 5.1 shows the main noise contribution comes 

from the current bias. Based on the analysis in Chapter 3, 1/f noise dominants over other 

sources because the whole system runs at low frequency (20Hz). Although the current bias 

was designed with large area to minimize 1/f noise, due to area constraints, it cannot be 

designed large enough to push 1/f noise down to the ppm level. Thus, the DC current 

source is the main limitation to resolution of the DC readout approach.  

 

 

Figure 5.1. Noise analysis circuit of CR instrumentation circuit. 
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5.2 AC CR instrumentation circuit design 

To overcome the limitation of DC instrumentation and incorporate information within 

the sensor’s capacitance response, an AC method for measuring impedance is preferable.  

Building on past work in our lab, an impedance measurement with baseline cancellation 

(IMBC) technique [65] was chosen as the starting point and adapted to the specifications of 

MPN-CR sensor arrays. The following sub-sections will first introduce the IMBC 

algorithm, then present the new AC CR instrumentation circuit implementation. The 

simulation results are presented and discussed in the last section. 

5.2.1 IMBC algorithm  

Based on experimental observations, an MPN-CR can be modeled by a resistance and 

capacitance in parallel as shown in Figure 5.2, where Rb and Cb are baseline values and ∆R 

and ∆C are sensor response. The goal of the IMBC algorithm is to extract ∆R/ Rb and ∆C/ 

Cb with high resolution. Similar to the DC baseline cancellation procedure, the IMBC 

Noise source Value 

VregN 2µV 

VdacN 70nV 

VcurN and VrN 17.6µV 

VampN 0.725µV 

Table 5.1. Noise value of each component in noise analysis circuit 
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system shown in Figure 5.3. extracts baseline Rb and Cb during idle phase and extracts 

baseline cancelled response ∆R and ∆C during response phase. Four working phases are 

introduced to extract information by manipulating S1 and S2, which is listed in Table 5.2. 

The working principle will be presented below. 

 

 

IMBC Phase CR Phase S1 S2 Purpose 

Ph0,0 Idle sin(ωst) Off Extract Rb 

Ph0,1 Response sin(ωst) On Extract ∆R 

Ph1,0 Idle cos(ωst) Off Extract Cb 

Ph1,1 Response cos(ωst) On Extract ∆C 

Table 5.2. Four working phases of IMBC system. 

 
Figure 5.2. Equivalent circuit model of MPN-CR. 

 

Figure 5.3. IMBC system diagram. 
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CR is stimulated by a sinusoid voltage waveform generator given by 

 )sin()( tAtV sss ω=  (5.2) 

where As is stimulus amplitude and ωs is stimulus frequency. 

The CR’s current response to Vs is given by 

 
)sin(||)( CRsCRsr YtYAtI ∠+= ω

 (5.3) 

where |YCR| is the amplitude of CR admittance YCR and Y∠ CR is the phase of CR 

admittance YCR. 

In Ph0,0, ∆R and ∆C are equal to 0. Ir(t) is multiplied with sin(ωst) and integrated in 

one period of T=2π/ωs. the output voltage is obtained by 
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s
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 (5.4) 

where Cint is the integrator capacitance. (Details of derivation will be provided in 

Appendix A) 

Equation (5.4) indicates that the output voltage Vout(0,0) during Ph0,0 is proportional 

to 1/ Rb. 

In Ph0,1, ∆R and ∆C have values based on the sensor response. To mimic the baseline 

value of CR, Vs’  is generated by the sinusoid voltage waveform generator given by  
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)sin()(' _bCRsss YtAtV ∠+= ω

 (5.5) 

And gm (which can be implemented by operational transconductance amplifier) is 

adjusted to equal to 1/ |YCR_b|. The OTA’s output Ib is multiplied with sin(ωst) to obtain 

Imb. Then the difference between Imb and Imr is integrated in one period T=2π/ωs and the 

output voltage is given by 
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(Details of derivation will be provided in Appendix A) 

Equation (5.6) indicates that the output voltage Vout(0,1) during Ph0,1 is proportional 

to ∆R/ Rb
2
. 

Dividing (5.6) by (5.4), ∆R/ Rb is acquired by 
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 (5.7) 

Similarly, when applying cosine waveform cos(ωst) in Ph1,0 and Ph1,1, the outputs 

are given by 
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(Details of derivation will be provided in Appendix A) 

Dividing (5.9) by (5.8), ∆R/ Rb is acquired by 
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Thus both ∆R/ Rb and ∆C/ Cb are successfully extracted by IMBC algorithm. 

Notice that Vout(0,1)<<Vout(0,0) and Vout(1,1)<<Vout(1,1) because ∆R<< Rb and 

∆C<< Cb. To digitize Vout(0,1) and Vout(1,1) with maximum resolution, variable gain is 

preferable in the IMBC system. By providing programmable gain Ai in Ir and Ib, 

programmable integrator capacitance Cint, and variable integrating time (N periods of T), 

Vout in Ph0,1 and Ph1,1 can be amplified to the same amplitude level as in Ph0,0 and Ph0,1. 

Annotating Ai, Cint and N with index (n1,n2), which corresponds four IMBC system 

phases, Equation (5.4), (5.6)~(5.10) can be rewritten as follows: 
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Equation (5.13) shows that ∆R/ Rb is independent of stimulus frequency ωs. Thus 

with a high frequency AC stimulus, the system can avoid 1/f noise. With the variable gains, 

maximum resolution will be utilized when digitizing Vout in each IMBC phase, thus 

improving resolution of ∆R/ Rb and ∆C/ Cb. 

5.2.2 Circuit implementation 

The functionality of Figure 5.3 IMBC algorithm can be realized by several analog 

circuit blocks which include an amperometry, an OTA, two chopper multipliers, and a Σ∆ 

ADC. As described below, each of these blocks were designed to minimize complexity 

while achieving AC instrumentation circuit’s requirements.  
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5.2.2.1 Amperometry 

To readout CR current response Ir due to the AC voltage stimulus Vs, an amperometry 

is required. Programmable gain is essential to amplify I r with different magnitudes during 

different phases. The amperometry with programmable gain adapted from [65] was shown 

in Figure 5.4. The closed-loop opamp was used to clamp CR between AC voltage source 

and DC ground and introduce Ir into the current mirror block. IB is the bias current in the 

mirror block to set the operational point. By duplicating current mirror A times, and using 

multiplexer to select the amount of branches, a programmable gain from 5 to 200 was 

realized. The current mirror was design as cascade structure to minimize the current mirror 

error.  

5.2.2.2 Operational transconductance amplifier 

To reproduce the baseline value during the CR response phase, an operational 

transconductance amplifier (OTA) with variable gm is required. The gm needs to be 

adjusted to 1/ |YCR_b|. |YCR_b| is from 100kΩ to 10MΩ, thus gm is expected to range from 

100nS to 10uS. The OTA was implemented [65] as shown in Figure 5.5. with gm=1/RdsMr. 

By tuning the gate voltage of Mr Vr, gm can be adjusted to the required range. Because Mr 

is working in the linear region, gm is linear with Vr. M3 and M4 is designed to attenuate 

∆Vi, keeping Mr in the linear region. 
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Figure 5.4. Schematic of amperometry circuit in AC instrumentation circuit. The 
amperometry is designed to readout the CR current response, and provide 
programmable gain. 

  
Figure 5.5. Schematic of OTA in AC instrumentation circuit. The OTA reproduces 
the baseline value during the CR response phase. 
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5.2.2.3 Chopper multiplier 

The multiplication functions in Figure 5.3 can be realized by a circuit that implements 

the chopping technique [66]. A chopper circuit has been shown to be the best choice for a 

multiplier in an AC response analyzer because it minimizes complexity while achieving 

performance goals [67]. The undesirable harmonics generated by the chopper function will 

be suppressed in the integrator function that follows multiplication in the Figure 5.3. 

Two multiplier needs to be realized in AC instrumentation circuit as shown in Figure 

5.3. Observing that the amperometry in Figure 5.4. has current branches with current flow 

IB-Ir and IB+Ir, it is readily to flip the direction of the output current by alternately 

mirroring these two current branches. In this manner, the multiplier after amperometry is 

able to be incorporated into the amperometry as shown in Figure 5.6. The designed OTA 

inherently provides differential output, thus the chopper multiplier after the OTA can be 

implemented by multiplexer as shown in Figure 5.7. 

5.2.2.4 Sigma-delta ADC  

The integration function of the IMBC algorithm is implemented using a Σ∆ ADC. The 

Σ∆ ADC provides the added benefits of digitizing the output signal while also reducing 

low frequency noise. The current mode Σ∆ ADC[65] shown in Figure 5.8 uses a switched 

capacitor approach to implement the ∆ function and eliminate the mismatch problem in 
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traditional (up-down current bias) current mode Σ∆ ADC. A compact dual-level 

amplifier-based comparator [67] is utilized, outputs +1 when Vamp > Vth, and -1 when 

Vamp <- Vth. The counter counts up or down based on the comparator’s output polarity. 

According to the different value of the comparator’s output, the digital control block 

manipulates φ1 and φ2 as shown in Figure 5.8., which determines charge/discharge on Cint. 

With oversampling rate of 128, the first-order Σ∆ ADC can achieve 10-bit resolution. 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Schematic of chopper multiplier and OTA in AC instrumentation circuit. 

 

Figure 5.6. Schematic of amperometry circuit incorporating chopper multiplier. 
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5.3 AC CR instrumentation results 

In this section, simulation will be given to demonstrate the functionality of IMBC. 

The AC CR instrumentation circuit was implemented with programmable amperometry 

gain Ai ranging from x5 to x200, a programmable integrator capacitor Cint ranges from 

6.4pF to 400fF. In the CR idle phase, a small mirror gain and large capacitor are selected to 

ensure Vout does not exceed the output range. In the CR response phase, the baseline 

generator is activated and only the response current is fed into the integrator. To increase 

the resolution, a high gain and small capacitor value would be selected and more than one 

 

Figure 5.8. Schematic of Σ∆ ADC and timing chart of φ1 and φ2. 
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integration cycle would be run to amplify the small baseline-cancelled signal.  

The simulation runs all the four phases of IMBC. Figure 5.9 shows the simulated 

output plots of the circuit measuring a 0.1% change from a 1MΩ baseline Rb with 10kHz 

sinusoid stimulus. The Σ∆ ADC oversampling rate is 250. x5 mirror gain and 6.4pF 

integrator capacitor were chosen in Ph0,0 and x40 mirror gain and 400fF integrator 

capacitor were chosen in Ph0,1. Figure 5.8 shows both the integrator output and the 

comparator output in Ph0,0 and Ph0,1. The comparator detects whether the output of 

integrator exceeds the Vth or –Vth, and output 1/-1 correspondingly. The counter output 

value is 14 in Ph0,0 after 1 integration cycle and -16 in Ph0,1 after 10 cycles. ∆R/ Rb can be 

calculated by Equation (5.15), which is 0.102%. The readout only has 20ppm error. Figure 

5.10 shows simulated waveform plots of circuit extracting 10% change of a 1pF baseline 

Cb with 10kHz sinusoid waveform. All the setups are similar to the one in Rb addressing. 

The counter outputs 1 in Ph1,0 phase (1 cycle) and 10 in Ph1,1 (10 cycles). ∆C/ Cb can be 

calculated by Equation (5.18), which is 0.89%. The readout has 0.11% error. 

To characterize the resolution of AC instrumentation circuit, ∆R/R was swept from 1 

to 100ppm in a 100kΩ Rb. The quantization noise of IMBC was characterized, as shown 

in Figure 5.11. The maximum noise in this range is 1.22ppm, which is equivalent to the 

best resolution of 1.22ppm. 
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Figure 5.9. Simulated waveform plots of circuit extracting 0.1% change of 1MΩ Rb 

with 10kHz sinusoid stimulus. (a) The integrator output during Ph0,0; (b) The 

comparator output during Ph0,0; (c) The integrator output during Ph0,1; (d) The 

comparator output during Ph0,1. 
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Figure 5.10. Simulated waveform plots of circuit extracting 1% change of 1pF Cb with 

10kHz sinusoid stimulus. (a) The integrator output during Ph1,0; (b) The comparator 

output during Ph1,0; (c) The integrator output during Ph1,1; (d) The comparator output 

during Ph1,1. 
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5.4 Discussion 

The IMBC algorithm was proved by the simulation results. The baseline-cancelled 

responses are magnified by mirror gain, integrator capacitance and integration time, which 

provide a similar level of the digital output to the baseline. Recalling Chapter 3, baseline 

cancellation and amplification is able to contribute extra log2(A) bits resolution compared 

to direct linear conversion. However, a very large gain could deteriorate the linearity and 

accuracy due to mismatch, which limits the resolution boost. In AC instrumentation circuit, 

because there are three tunable gain-parameters, the total gain A can be designed very large 

while each gain part still keeps small mismatch and total measurement time is short. By 

adjusting ratio of mirror gain, integrator capacitance and integration period between ideal 

phase and response phase, ultra-high resolution is achievable. As shown in Figure 5.10., 

setting Ai ratio equal to 20, Cint ratio equal to 16, N ratio equal to 20 and choose 
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Figure 5.11. Simulated quantization noise for AC instrumentation circuit demonstrates 
a resolution of 1.22ppm is achieved. 
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oversampling rate as 250, the system reaches 1.22ppm resolution in terms of quantization 

noise. The 1/f noise, which is an obstacle to achieve high resolution in DC CR 

instrumentation circuit, can be omitted because the whole system is running at high 

frequency and Σ∆ modulation further helps to reduce noise. 
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6 Summary and Future Work 

6.1 Summary of the contributions 

The µGC is a promising vapor analysis tool for environmental monitoring, military 

detection, healthcare diagnosis, and many new applications that can benefit from small size, 

low cost, and high sensitivity. The significance of the µGCs and the instrumentation 

requirements for MPN-CR arrays (as µGC detectors) were discussed, and existing CR 

readout technologies were reviewed. A new DC CR instrumentation circuit with high 

sensitivity and wide dynamic range was introduced. Based on the test results and analysis 

of the DC circuit, a new AC CR instrumentation circuit with ultra high resolution was 

presented. In addition, a methodology for integrating CR arrays directly onto the surface of 

the instrumentation chip was described. The results of this research address the 

instrumentation challenges in high sensitivity µGCs. The main contributions in this 

research are described below. 

 

Contribution 1: Developed a new DC instrumentation circuit that overcomes the 

unique performance limitations of MPN-coated CR sensors. 

MPN-CR sensors show great promise in achieving the high resolution requirement 
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of µGCs but suffer from a key challenge due to their large baseline values (relative to 

their response signal) that vary unpredictably from device to device. Compared to any 

reported resistive readout circuits, the DC instrumentation circuit introduced in this thesis 

achieves the best resolution (∆R/ Rb better than 125ppm) over the 60k to 10MΩ baseline 

range (see Table 4.2). This performance is equivalent to a 120dB dynamic range. The DC 

chip provides eight sensor readout channels, consumes only 66µW per channel and 

ideally suited for µGCs featuring MPN-CR sensor arrays. 

 

Contribution 2: Implemented the first ever CMOS instrumentation circuit with 

an MPN-coated CR array on the chip’s surface. 

Integrating the CR array on the readout chip’s surface is an important step in 

minimizing µGC size. It also improves sensitivity by eliminating environmental noise. The 

key challenge is establishing a methodology that provides compatibility between CMOS 

and the MPN coating process. The MPN coating process, developed and carried out by 

colleagues at The University of Michigan, was thoroughly studied; damage to CMOS 

circuitry caused by electron-beam patterning and cross-linking was identified. Multiple 

solutions were explored, and most suitable approach was demonstrated in a prototype 

CMOS instrumentation circuit with on-chip MPN-CR array. The prototype CMOS 

MPN-CR array established a platform that is suitable for integration with a microfluidics 
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cap that creates a vapor flow chamber necessary to implement the overall µGC. 

 

Contribution 3: Adapted the AC baseline cancelation readout approach to 

implement an ultra high resolution CR readout circuit. 

The DC instrumentation circuit has a limited resolution due to the flicker noise 

inherent in the DC stimulus. An AC baseline cancelation readout approach developed for 

biosensors was adapted to the design requirements of CR sensor arrays. The resulting 

CMOS circuit demonstrates that the resistance and capacitance of an MPN-coated CR can 

be extracted with resolution as high as 1.22ppm. This circuit shows strong potential to 

overcome the resolution limitation of the DC instrumentation circuit. 

6.2 Future work 

Based on the results of this thesis, the following suggestions for future research are 

made. 

6.2.1 Fully on-chip-CR-array instrumentation system 

Fully on-chip-CR-array instrumentation system will be built based on the 

on-chip-CR-array readout circuit. Figure 6.1. shows an illustration of on-CMOS 

microsystem concept, integrating a CR array and a microfluidic vapor chamber. Future 
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work with our collaborators will focus on the realization, validation and characterization of 

the fully-integrated microsystem, which will finally be incorporated into µGC. 

6.2.2 Maturation of IMBC algorithm 

Preliminary work of IMBC algorithm has been done. Simulation results have been 

shown to demonstrate the functionality of IMBC and 1
st

 generation of AC CR 

instrumentation chip based on IMBC algorithm has been fabricated. Future work will focus 

on the test, verification and characterization of the Gen1 AC chip and based on the analysis 

of the test results, 2
nd

 generation AC chip will be developed with fully VLSI 

implementation and on-chip CR array compatibility.  

 

 

Figure 6.1. Illustration of the micro CR sensor system. 
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Appendix A 

Derivation of Vout in Ph0,0 

 

The total admittance YCR(ω) is given by 

 

)(
1

)( CCj
RR

Y b
b

CR ∆++
∆+

= ωω
 (A.1) 

where ω is the angular frequency. Following the definitions in Chapter 3, ∆R and ∆C are 

equal to zero in the idle phase, and during response phase, ∆R and ∆C have values based on 

the sensor response. The baseline admittance in the idle phase is designated by 
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As given in Chapter 5, stimulus voltage is  

 

Figure A.1. IMBC system diagram. 
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)sin()( tAtV sss ω=

 (A.3) 

The CR’s current response to Vs is given by 

 
)sin(||)( CRsCRsr YtYAtI ∠+= ω

 (A.4) 

where |YCR| is the amplitude of CR admittance YCR and Y∠ CR is the phase of CR 

admittance YCR. 

Ir(t) is multiplied with sin(ωst) to acquire Imr(t) which is given by 
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After integration, the output of the integrator is 
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where Cint is the integrator capacitance. 

By Substituting (A.5) in (A.6) 
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Thus, Equation (5.4) is approved. 

Derivation of Vout in Ph0,1 

In Ph0,1, ∆R and ∆C have values based on the sensor response. To mimic the baseline 

value of CR, Vs’ is generated by the sinusoid voltage waveform generator given by  

 
)sin()(' _bCRsss YtAtV ∠+= ω

 (A.8) 

and OTA’s gm is adjusted to equal to 1/|YCR_b|. The OTA’s output Ib is expressed as 
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 (A.9) 

Imb is acquired from multiplication of Ib and sin(ωst), given by 
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where bbCR RY /1)( _ =ℜ , is the real part of bCRY _ . 

The difference between Imb and Imr is integrated in one period T=2π/ωs and the 

output voltage is given by 
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Thus, Equation (5.6) is approved. 

Derivation of Vout in Ph1,0 and Ph1,1 

Similar to the derivation in Appendix I & II, substituting cos(ωst)  for sin(ωst) as 

multiplier input, Cb and ∆C can be extracted in Ph1,0 and Ph1,1. 

In Ph1,0, 
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where bsbCR CY ω=ℑ )( _ , is the imaginary part of bCRY _ . 
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Thus, Equation (5.8) is approved. 

In Ph1,1, 
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where )()( CCY bsCR ∆+=ℑ ω , is the imaginary part of CRY . 
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Thus, Equation (5.9) is approved. 
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